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Institutional 
01. Presentation

LASO TRANSPORTES, S.A. is a company specialized 

on road transportation services of normal and special 

loads. 

Based on a versatile fleet with around 2600 pieces 

of equipments, an extensive operational reach, a deep 

technical know-how acquired over the years and a 

qualified work force with more than 1300 employees, 

LASO has become a reference brand in the normal and 

special transport market in Portugal and internationally. 

LASO stands out for its focus on the specific needs of 

its costumers, both Nationally and Internationally, offering 

solutions for any challenge that presents itself.

With branches throughout the World, namely Spain, 

Germany, Holland, Italy, France, Slovenia and recently in 

the UK, Mozambique and Marrocco, LASO has hundreds 

of trucks on duty in the international markets.
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“At your service, we overcome obstacles”

LASO stands out for its focus on the specific needs 

of its costumers, both Nationally and Internationlly, 

offering solutions for any that presents itself.

This is LASO´S ESSENCE



the comPANY

Provide a reference service in the area of road freight 

transport area, recognized national and internationally, 

for the ability to provide solutions and exceed its 

customers expectations, respecting the environment and 

fostering the satisfaction and professional fulfillment of 

its employees.

Consolidate the position of reference player in the field 

of road freight transport at national and international 

levels, increasing its presence and overcoming obstacles 

anywhere in the world.

[...] so it has been increasing its international presence 

through partnerships with companies of recognized 

prestige in the transport and lifting sector, and through 

the various projects it has carried out in Africa, in coun-

tries like Cape Verde, Senegal and Rwanda and Latin 

America, Nicaragua.”

“LASO has no geographical  
limits [...]



Exceder as expectativas dos clientes

Investir na modernização da frota

Respeitar o ambiente

Privelegiar a qualidade da prestação de serviços

Valorizar as pessoas

Apostar na formação e inovação

Promover princípios de lealdade e ética

Interiorizar e desenvolver conceitos de sustentabilidade

e responsabilidade social

OS NOSSOS VALORES:



About 70 million Km travelled and 2 million tons 

transported every year, are the best testemony of 

LASO´s capacity, offering the same high quality of 

service in all operational areas.
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Our
02. services

LASO has a large amount of transport services and 

solutions:

Through its extensive fleet and its versatile and 

multiple equipments, LASO guarantees the safe transport  

of any load regardless of size or weight.

Ready to develop the most complex transport solutions, 

LASO performs road surveys, studies and technical 

evaluations of the necessary conditions for high accuracy 

and precision. 

We also work as a consultant and not just a mere service 

provider. 

If you have complicated or heavy equipment to transport, 

LASO will be up to the challenge.

LASO performs conventional transports of general 

cargo in open or closed vehicles. With the capacity and 

dimension to  satisfy any transport needs of any sector, 

from civil construction, steel products, heavy industry, to 

the transport of containers or automotive components.

The Heavy Lift service includes the lifting of oversized 

loads or equipments that cannot be divided.

 LASO provides equipments ideal for moving loads of 

big dimension and weight for different sectors, in Europe 

and Africa.

Examples of Loads: turbines, generators, 

compressors, special vehicles, construction equipment 

and parts of oil platforms.

LASO manages the entire logistical organization with 

all the necessary means of transport (road, rail, sea or 

air) for the movement of loads from origin to destination,  

through a large network of partners.

We analise the best routes of circulation as well as 

means of transport, making possible the storage and 

creating mechanisms so that the delivery of the load is 

done in the shortest period of time.

special transports

project engineering management

Conventional transport

heavy lift

multimodal

logistics
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paper industry

military vehicles
automobile industry

industrial machines

boat transport

03. Sectors
Renewable energies

agricultural machinery

handling and assembly of 
industrial machines

railway and aerospace 
industry

civil construction and public work
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To be the best road freight transport and services 

company; 

Continue the policy of resizing in order to 

modernize the fleet, concerning versatility and 

quantity;

Grow and consolidate our reference position both 

National and Internationally.

objectives









LASO around
03. the world

Located in 10 countries, our international strategy, 

aims the focus on our customers specific needs, based 

on proximity, availability and quality of service, offering 

multiple solutions for any challenge that presents.

Email: comercial@laso.pt

Telephone: (+351) 210 438 000

Email: comercial@laso.pt

Telephone: (+351) 227 157 330

Email: comercial@lasoabnormal.es

Telephone: (+34) 91 535 5625

Email: comercial@lasoabnormal.es

Telephone: (+34) 687 817 641

Email: comercial@lasoabnormal.es

Telephone: (+34) 661 886 686

Email: comercial@laso.pt

Telephone: (+351) 234 919 100

 Email: comercial@lasoabnormal.es

Telephone: (+34) 924 243 562

Email: info@lasofrance.fr

Telephone: (+33) 4 87 63 58 43
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headquarters | maintenance center & fleet
CASAIS DA SERRA, LISBOA

LASO in PORTUGAL: LASO in spain:

LASO in FRANce:

Operations Center, porto (COP)
MATOSINHOS, PORTO

operations center in MADRID

LASO OFFICE 
VALÊNCIA

LASO OFFICE 
BARCELONA

maintenance center & fleet
CACIA, AVEIRO

LASO OFFICE 
BADAJOZ

LASO office
LYON and sète

Sectors 

Email: comercial@lasoabnormal.es

Telephone: (+34) 613 306 173

LASO OFFICE 
CORUñA



Email: info@lasodeutschland.de

Telephone: (+49) 9292 977 8595

Email: mpisot@lasoslovenia.si

Telephone: (+386) 707 219 72

Email: commercial@lasomaroc.ma

Telephone: (+212) 661 421 677

Email: comercial@laso.co.mz

Telephone: (+258) 84 33 00 500

Email: info@lasoholland.nl

Telephone: (+31) 612 189 146

Email: info@lasoitalia.it

Telephone: +39 (0) 55 02010 98

Email: info@lasouk.uk

Telephone: (+44) 238 180 0444

LASO in Germany:

LASO in Slovenia:

LASO in marrocco:

LASO in mozambique:LASO in holland:

LASO in italy:

LASO in England:

LASO office
KONRADSREUTH

LASO office
nOVA GORICA

LASO office
tanger

LASO office
maputo - MATOLA

LASO office
VUREN

LASO office
florence

LASO office
SOUTHAMPTON
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Contacts and
03. social media

Email: geral@laso.pt

Email: comercial@laso.pt

Telephone: (+351) 210 438 000

Telephone: (+351) 210 438 090

general contacts
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#OVERCOMINGOBSTACLES





#OVERCOMINGOBSTACLES



Overcoming obstacles.
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Overcoming obstacles.




